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TOKAMAK AND RFP IGNITION REQUIREMENTS

K. A. Wedey
LosAlamos National Laboratory, MS F607, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract. A plasmamodel is applied to calculate numer- tailed description of the model equations and the computer
ically transport-confinement (nr_:) requirements and steady- codes used to calculate solutions, as well as applications to
state operation points for both the reversed field pinch (RFP) RFP experimental regimes, can be foundin Ref. 3 and 4.
and tokamak. The CIT tokamak and RFP ignitionconditions The steady-state, 0-D, ion and electron energy-balance
are examined. Physics differences between RFP and toka- equationsincludefusion,auxiliaryand ohmicheating, electron-
rnaks, and their consequences for a DT ignition machine, are ion equlpartition,transport,and bremmstrahlung,cyclotronand
discussed. The Ignition RFP, compared to a tokamak, has lineradiation. The fractionalfusionpowerdeposited inthe ions
many physics advantages, includingohmic heatingto ignition is calculated through a time integral over the slowing down
(no need for auxiliary heatingsystems),higherbeta, lower igni- time of the slowingdown rate on the ions; zero prompt lossis
lion current, less sensitivityof ignitionrequirementsto impurity assumed. Cyclotron raditionlossis a functionof the effective
effects, no hard disruptions(associated with beta or density wallreflectivityforcyclotronradiation,RcYc, which includesthe
limits), and successful operation with high radiationfractions effectsof wall reflectionand holes inthe wall. The fractional
(.fRAD "" 0.95). These physics advantages, coupled with lm- auxiliarypower going to the ions, ]Aux,, and auxiliary power,
portant engineedng advantages associatedwith lower external PAux/n 2, must also be specified.

magnetic fields, larger aspect ratios,and smaller plasma cross The ohmic heating term is given by POH = fr/llJ_l(r)dV.sections translate into significantcost reductions for both ig-
nition and power reactor. The primary drawback of the RFP Here, 1711is the classical parallel electrical resistivity[5],and
is the uncertainty that the presentconfinement scalingwill ex- Jil(r) is the parallel current density profile.
trapolate to reactor regimes. The 4-MA ZTH was expectedto Ali backgroundionsare assumedto share the same local
exlend the r=rE transport scalingdata three orders of magni- temperatu:e, Tj(r), and to have a common profile. The total ion
tude above ZT-40M results,and if the present scaling held, to density, ,, the electron density, n=, (assumingcharge neutral-
achieve a DT-equivalent scientificenergy breakeven, Q = 1. A ity) and the effective ioniccharge, 2,I/, are given by summing
basecase RFP ignitionpoint is identifiedwith a plasma current overthe ion species. The average Z and 2 2of impurityspecies
of 8.1 MA and noauxiliary heating, and the line radiationare calculatedbased upon the assump-

tionof coronalequilibrium.Ali ionspeciesare assumedto have

1. INTRODUCTION the same particle confinementtime, rp. The values of the frac-
lt has been long realized that reversedfield pinches (RFP) tional composition of the fuel, as well as the ratio of .rpto .r_:,,

have the potential for reaching Ignition with ohmic heating mustbe specified.
alone. Lawson[II derived a criterionfor RFP ignitionprovided The transport energy losses are represented in terms of
transport and impurity radiationlosses are sufficientlysmall, ionand electrontransport energyconfinementtimes. The total
Even in the earliest RFP reactor (RFPR) studies,the RFP fea- transportenergy confinementtime is given by
lures of ohmic ignition and high beta made it "clear that when
RFPR is compared withthe tokamak under the same ground .r_c= (nT_ + n=T=)/(nT_/rF., + n,T,/-r_:,) . (1)
rules ...the RFPR could represent a realistic alternative in
1he continuous development of a fusionpower source.'[2] The The ratio of _'z_/'rzc=must be specified in this model. Gold-
present work applies an Impuritymodel and a transportenergy ston[6]scaling is assumed for the tokamak.
confinement relation based upon experimental resultsfrom the
international RFP community,to identifyRFP ignitionrequire- .ric°k = (.ro_ + .rA2)-1/_ (2)
mentsand to compare withtokamak ignitionrequirements.The
differences in ignitionphysics between the RFP and tokamak The "ohmic"confinementtime, .rort, is givenby the neo-Alcator
are also discussed, expression[6]with the ion line densitydefined by N = n_r,ca2

Section 2 summarizes the steady-state, 0-D model. The where ,¢is the plasma elongation,andthe cylindricalsafetyfac-
model describes either tokamak or RFP confinement con- tor, qcd,t, is definedin terms ofmagneticequilibriumparameters.
cepts throughappropriatechanges inthe magnetic equilibrium, --2r_2.04 --2.96 0.5 _,_'2
plasma beta, ohmic heating,andconfinement scalingrelations, n.roH = _ zt a qc_tsv (3)

Ignitionconditions are discussedin Sec. 3. First, hre require- g=_t= 5_aB/I_, (0.5 + _2(0.5+ 6_)) (4)
merits for tokamaks and RFP to achieve high Q (Q> 5) oper-

ating regimes are examined. Next, confinement relationsare The auxiliary-heating confinement time, rA, is also given by
applied, and both tokamak and RFP ignition requirementsare Goldston[6],with/'/G = 2 for H-mode confinement.
examined and compared.

nra = HG2.84 X 1017R2"Sa-2"7'lI2/(T_ + f,T,) (5)
2. STEADY-STATE, 0-D MODEL

The steady-state model includesion and electron energy The RFP scaling relation is providedby a fit of n.rE to exper-
balance; protium,deuterium,tritium, helium-3 and helium-4 (al- imental data[7] in an analogousfashion as the "rE fits of Di-
pha) particle continuity; a specifiedionic fraction for a high-Z Marco[8].
impurity; charge balance; a plasma beta constraint; and mag- hre = C=3 x 102_[I_(f,N)-°'s] x (6)
netic equilibrium constraints. The 0-D equations are obtained
through a radial average over specifiedplasma profiles. A de-
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3.1.1. Tokamaks. The required hre is plottedas dashed
The case of C= = 3.28 and X = 1 providesa one-parameter curvesinFig. 1 for a DTtokamak plasmawith nohigh-Z(Z > 2)
fit of international RFP results to Conner-Taylor[9]theoretical Impurities. Tokamak specificassumptionsinclude Ip = ]OMA,
scaling. The wadable .t'=is defined as n=/ni• CT = 0.030, _ = 0•2, 6 = 1.8, _ = 0.3704, .fAux_ = 0. The

The fractional beta carded by athermal (hot) fusion prod- result is independentof plasma minorradius, but if the plasma
ucts, fpH, must be specified and is used indefiningthe plasma had a minor radiusof a = 0.45 rr=,the resultingmagnetic field
beta, /_. The toroidal beta is required for the tokamak option, would be B = 10.4T. These inputparameters are forthe Com-
while forthe RFP option,poloidalbeta isneeded. The operating pact IgnitionTokamak (CIT) conceptualdesign point[13]. The
value of/_ is specified foruse inthe tokamakoptionthroughthe QAux = 999curve[QAux =- PF/PAux] representsthe case of
Troyon[10] beta-limit constraint, /_T = O.03I./(aB). The equi- negligibleauxiliary heatingand has typical plasma Q-values of
libriumconstraintsfor the tokamak are taken from Peng[11] and 400-600 [Q - PF/(PAux + PouM], thus ohmic heating is neg-
provide formulae for I_/aB as a function of elongation,tdan- ligible. This curve represents ignited plasma conditions,and,
gularity, 6, edge safety factor, {, and the inverse aspect ratio, since ohmic heatingis so small, can only be reached by auxil-
For the RFP option,the situationis greatly simplifiedbecause iary heating. The ignitionboundary is defined by where fusion
B = Be(a), so I./aB = 5. heating Is sufficientlystrong that a constant-currentperturba-

To complete the 0-D description,plasma profilesfor den- rien inenergy, away from a steady operatingpoint, is thermally
slty, temperature, and current densityare specified using = = unstable and would run away• The ignitionboundary is ep-
(r/a) = and an exponent of the form T(=) = To(1 - =)or. proximatelygiven by a Q = 5 curve, where the fusion heating
For the tokamak case, Ell(r) is assumed to be J#(r) and rate equals the other heating terms. This ignitionboundary
a._ = 1.5aT[12]. These assumptionsare only used in calculat- must be achieved to accomplish CIT missiongoals of study-
ing Per, which istypicallyweak fortokamak ignitionconditions ing alpha-particle physics and operating-pointstability under
of interest. For the RFP, an approximaterepresentationof the fusion-product-heatingdominated conditions. For tokamaks,
current density profile is given in Ref. [3]. The 311profile ac- QAux -_ Q = 5, and this curve is atso plotted in Fig. 1. These
counts forthe helicalpath of magneticfield lines resultingfrom resultsdepend onlyweakly uponplasmacurrentthroughoh=nic
the equivalent magnitude of the poloidaland toroidalfields in and cyclotronterms,both of which are typicallysmall for ignited
the RFP. This factor is crucial for estimatingthe voltages and DT tokamaks.
ohmic power in the RFP. Approximatingthe plasma as an el- 3.1.2. RFP. The required nrs forthe RFP is also plotted
lipticalcylinder with flux surfaces of concentricellipses, profile in Fig. 1, includingQ = 5 points. The RFP differfromtokamaks
form factors are calculated for ali terms, in that ohmic heatingis sufficientlylarge that no auxiliaryheat-

Summarizing the model, the plasma continuityequations ing is necessary (QAux = oo) and hre requirementsdepend
together with the profile form factors and the magneticequilib- strongly on current. Thus, if beta remains high and electrical
rium constraints, form a complete set of equationsfor calcutat- conductivity follows a classical[5] scaling, as in present RFP
ing hrE. Input parameters include Ti, I_, magnetictopology, experiments, then ignitioncan be achieved by drivingmodest

nd rofile ex nerds, as well as confinementtime ratios, .zz_ levels of plasmacurrent. The circles in Fig. 1 representQ = 5a p po . .• ,'E,
and .r._, high-Z impurity fractions,particle refuelingfractions, (near-ignition)points• Note that the tokamak Q __QAux = 6
auxiliary heating tnforrnatlon,PAUX and .fAux,, the fractional curve passesthroughthese circles,demonstratingthat the nrE
beta carded by hot (athermal) fusion products, f_H, and the ignitionrequirementis similar for the RFP and tokamak. This
cyclotron-radiationwall reflectivity,Rcvc. Output includesthe resultimpliesthat the differencesinequilibriumcause negligible
fuel and fusion-productparticlefractions, the product aB: the differencesin the radiationlossesfor the near-ignitionregime.
beta, the electrontemperature, and the nrz. Since hre prod- The majordifferencebetween the two devices, then, is that, for
ucts are desired, solutions can be obtainedwithoutknowledge the RFP, a continuumof solutionpointsexistsbetween ignition
of absolute particle densities, only fractional densitiesare re- and present experimentalconditions without requiringauxiliary
quired, (e.g., J./= nj/n). Absolutevalues of minorradius and
magnetic field are also not required. 1_ _ _ " ' ' _ ' :_

lation ts provided, the particledensity fractions are specified,
and the beta specificationis dropped, then the model can be _..

:;sed to caJculatesteady-state operatingpoints• The stability .,_ _.._, ",%of the operating points to fixed-densityand fixed-current per- [_ q==5
i0MA "•'._". TOKAMAK -

_urbations in temperature can also be evaluated. The stability _check permits identificationof bothignitionandstableoperating _ 102o_ _u_^ "... _x_....99 ............

oo,o,s --3. RESULTS .., "..........................................•

The first application of the modet does not assume a _
transport-confinement scalingrelation,but rathercalculates an
hre ;'alum,:hat the actual transport mechanism must allow for %
a plasma to achieve a steady-stateoperatingpoint.This trans-
port confinement must balance the energy sources minus the -1-0t° , l ,
radiation losses, and must be consistentwith particle continu- 0 10 ZO 30
ity and magnetic equilibrium. These required-nrzcvalues are AVERAGE ION TEMPERATURE, T_ (keV)
calculated fora fixed plasma currentand a specifiedbeta con-
straint-"" ....'"_"'_ " "............=,,u ,=,_ v,,,.,-_., t_er_t_ion temperature. ,-_,.,,^...... ,,v,I,.,,''"",_Fie... 1 R_auired_-,- __ n.rE _,er.,u._ion temperature fnr _ _nl_=m_L.
of the model include rp/rE, = "rE,/rE, = 4, e, = ar = 1, (dash) and an RFP (solid) with no impurities.
Rcvc = 0.8, and .fp. = 0.17. .9-



heating systems. Thus, while standardtokamaks mustbe sup- ing region where losses are greater than sources;a plasma in
plied with extra power to access the *Cordey mountainpass" this region wouldcool down to the ohmic curve. The space to
to achieve ignition,the RFP need only be drivenwithsufficient the rightof the fusion-dominatedcurve is a heatingregion. For
plasma current, auxiliary heating of Paux/n 2 = 3 x 10-_2 MW-m 3 and for CIT

conditions,this impliesPAvx = 12.5 MW. The Hugillelectron
The difference in the relative Importanceof ohmic heat- densitylimitfor ohmicand ICRH heated, gas-fuetedplasmas is

ing for the RFP and tokamak can be understoodby examining also plotted In Fig. 2.
the magnitude of the average ohmic power densitydivided by
density squared, Pon/n = = r/ll(Jii/n) 2. The n2 divisor is used Figure 3 contains the same plot as Fig. 2, except 2% car-
because ali otherterms Inthe energy balanceequationare pro- bon and 0.2% iron, Including line radiation, are added to the
portional to n2, so the ratio, Pon/n 2, can be comparedto the plasma. The effect of these impurities is to shift the fusion-
rest of the energy balance equation (whichis approximatelyin- dominated Pavx = 0 curve from Tj < 5 keV to Tj > 11 keV.
dependent of density). If cs -- J'il/J_, then Jll/n = c.tI4_/N. Us- Even with PAux/n 2 = ,5x 10-4] MW-m 3, which for a line den-
ing the definition of poloidalbeta gives I_]N ~ T/(/_/30). Ma- sity of 4 x 102°/m correspondsto PAUX = 41 MW, the plasma

•jor disruptionsobserved in tokamaks limitthe tokamak poloidal is far from Ignition.The CIT design value for auxiliaryheating
beta to largervaluesthanthe RFP. Also,tokamakshave es _-.1, is 30 MW. Clearly, successfulImpuritycontrol is necessaryto
while RFP have large poloidal and toroidalcurrents suchthat minimize CIT ignitionrequirements,and
c.__ 3. These two features combine for plasmasof the same too many impuritiesin CIT could preventignition.With no
toroidal current, and temperature to providetwo ordersof mag- line radiation,I4, = 11MA, and Goldston-Hscaling,a maximum
nitude larger values of Pon/n 2 for the RFP. value of Q = 4 is obtained, and ignition (q _ ,5) cannot be

achieved, even for very large heating, Paux "" 150 MW. This
3.2. Tokamak Ignition Regime agrees with resultsof the CIT conceptualdesign report[13].

Two limitingtokamak transportscalingrelationswere used 3.3. RFP Ignition Regime
to bracket the expected range of availabloscaling. On the op- The Connor-Taylor scaling relation (based upon a one-
timistic side, nag-Alcator was chosen, while on the pessimistic parameter fit to the internationaldatabase) was chosen by the
side, twice-GoldstonL-mode was used [Eqs. (1)-(4)]. Assump- LosAlamos Zl'H[15] designteam. The approachof the present
tigris, except for the scaling, are taken from a more recentCIT study extendsapplicationof thisscalingrelationto evaluatethe
design[14], which is larger and has more curre,-.tand auxiliary ignitionrequirementsof a next step (after ZTH) device.
heatingthe CIT conceptualdesignreport[13]. Specific assump-
tions include a = 0.64m, B = 11T, ,¢= 2.0, 6 = 0.2, e= 0.3048, To highlightthe important roleof ohmic heatinginthe RFP,
.fAux, = 0.2. Figure 2 contains N t,erJu.,T, steady-state oper- a calculation was done for the case of no fusion power. Ali
ating points for an 11 MA tokamak, under neo-Alcatorscaling other physicsterms were applied, includingradiation. Results
with no line radiationand ZeH = 1.5. plotted as a dashed curve in Fig. 4 demonstrate RFP plas-

mas can achieve high temperatures at relevant line densities
The curves in Fig. 2 satisfyingT, < 3/eeV predominantly by ohmic heatingalone. By comparison,ohmicallyheatedtoka-

balance ohmicheating (plus ]:'Aux) againstlosses. Even under maks barely achieve 2.5 keV.
this idealistic scaling assumption, ohmic heating is insufficient
to heat the plasma beyond 2.5 keV. Above 3 keV, the energy Figure 4 also presents results with the fusionpower in-
sour ) is predominantlyfusion(plus PAUX). Above a lineden- cluded. Assumptionsare comparable to those used for the
sity of 102]/m, the lossmechanism is mainlybremmstrahlung tokamak studies. Ignition points, defined by the point where
radiation, while below 102]/m, the lossesare mainlytransport, constant-densityandconstant-currentpositivetemperatureper-
The space between the ohmic and the fusioncurves is a cool- turbations result in thermal runaway to a fusion dominated

regime,are denotedby "x" in Fig4a. Ignitionat a currentas low

10=-' i' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - 10=" ' ' ' + ' ' ' ' ' ' '
--1 neo-Alcator-I,=11MA - _ neo-Alcator

o _ -Z

13x10"_ 5xlO -4_

_.IZ - I " Zr_a _" _

10_o i. , , , , , , , , , , 10_° . J , , , J , l , , ,
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

AVERAGE ION TEMPERATURE, Tl (keV) AVERAGE ION TEMPERATURE, Tl (keV)

Fig. 2 Line density versu,sion temperature steady-state oper- Fig. 3 Line density _¢rsu_ion temperature steady-stateoperat-
ating points for a tokamak with neo-Alcatortransport, no line ing pointsfor a tokamakwith neo-Alcatortransport,2% carbon
r_adiation(but Z.II = 1.5), and forthe CIT-like assumptions, o,_ n oo/_;,,,,, ,.,n,,_' _ '_,",,, r',T.m,,..,,,,,,,,...... ,-,,,+;,-,,,_- • - o - - ika| m_,,Jv.6. i_, ,i t,ol i,
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as 8.1 MA Is predicted using the basecase scaling assumption. A third difference is that tokamak ignition requirements are
The sensitivity of this Ignition current to vadous assumptions is much more strongly affected than the RFP by impurity contam-
discussed in Sec. 3.4. The present results assume 2% C and ination. A relatively high concentration of Iow-Z impurity pri-
0.2% Fe Impurity levels, madly affects plasma performance through an increased Z,1l,

The ignition physics of the RFP and tokamak are signif- while a low concentration of high-Z impurity primarily causes
icantly different. First, as previously discussed, the RFP has significant line radiation. Both line radiation and Z, II adversely
strong ohmic heating (100 t_mes larger). Secondly, the trans- Impact tokamak energy balance. For the RFP, the effect is
port scalings have an opposite dependence on density. For less dramatic since the already Important ohmic heating term
the tokamak this results in the Ignited regime lying above an Increases with Z,/I, so the extra source helps to balance the

Increased loss. The impudty concentrations assumed here re-N _¢rst_ Tj curve, as shown in Fig. 2. At higher density, ma-
jor disruptions set an abrupt limit for tokamaks. For the RFP, suit in Z,I ! ,_, 2.5, compared to the CIT design assumption
Connor-Taylor confinement degrades weakly with density [see of Z, II = 1.5. With these impurity levels, the RFP ignites at
Eq. (6)], so that the ignited regime lies below the N t,cr_ Tj 8.1 MA, while CIT would not Ignite for the design values of
curve, as illustrated by the 12 MA case of Fig. 4a. No ma- /_ = llMA and/'AUX = 30 MW.
jor disruption has been observed in the RFP. At lower density, A fourth major difference between tokamak and RFP ig-
however, the RFP must operate above electron runaway lim- nition physic" is the tokamak requirement for auxiliary heating
its associated with a high streaming parameter. Ignition and and the observation that auxiliary heating degrades confine-
reactor operating points will have streaming parameters below ment. While this effect makes Ignition more difficult, it helps,
that of existing RFP expedments. Tokamak confinement scal- once Ignition Is achieved, by limiting thermal runaway to lower
ing restricts the density to sufficiently high values that electron temperatures (,-,40 keV) where fusion power is balanced by
runaway (other than dudng disruptions) is generally not an is- transport losses. This assumes that fusion-product heating will
sue. also degrade confinement. Ohmic heating in the RFP is so

strong that auxiliary power is unnecessary, thus there exists no

10zz ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' RI='P confinement. Present RFP confinement relations do not de-
grade with fusion power.

f _C-,u_._ _ Operating-point bum control wouldalso behave differently10_= if fusion power did not degrage confinement. Tokamaks have- a major dis,:uptionbeta-limit conslraint, such that thermal run-

II I xx_ "fl_M_A. i'..1 away (which may °ccur when the igniti°n b°undary is cr0ssed)

could exceed this limit and dostroy the plasma. The RFP

_'102° "i" h;L_not exhibited disruptions,but has exhibited a "soft-beta"

...... .... limit[16], where confinement is degraded. Such a limit would
• eliminate bum-control concerns in the RFP by expanding sig-

• . ---_ nificantlythe space of stable operating points.

_Z:;1010 I_ 1.7 ('a) I Figure 4b shows that high-Q operation _hould be achiev-
able and will be a function of the plasma current and beta. Be-cause the ohmic heatingis large in the RFP, plasma Q values
will be lower than for an ignitedtokamak with PAUX = O.

l_el , ' , I , I , = , I , --

.-, 10 o 5 2o 25 30 3.4. RFP Ignition-Current Sensitivity.

' I ' '
'RFP ' ' ' ' Using the Connor-Taylor basecase scaling law, the mini-

_ mum current for ignition is 8.1MA. A parametric variation of the
1_ _=12MA/,/ 8 1_/ assumptions was performedto identifythose that moststrongly

-I- /_ affect the ignition current. The profile factors, scaling law, cy.

= 10'
ciotron wall reflectivity, "rE,/_E., and impurity level were varied.
The ignitioncurrent was foundto be a strongfunction of five pa-

"_ 4. . _ rameters, includingthe ion density profile, the carbon impurity• level (Z=!!), the iron impudtylevel (Pi_.,), and the coefficient
1:_ 10° (C=) and exponent (X) of the transport scaling correlation [Eq.
II (6)]. Peaked density profilesIncrease the fusion reactivity in

CT the plasma core and reduce the line radiation from the edge,

resulting in a 2MA differencein the ignitioncurrent per 100%I0-* "= also affect the ignition current strongly, resulting in 1.5MA per
change inthe ion densityexponent a, = 1. BothZ,!! and Pj_,,

CD) - 100% change in either ironor carbon impuritylevel. Significantreductionsinthe ignitioncurrentcan be obtainedby maintaining
.1.0-= _ / i , i , , , _ , ' ..... clean plasmas. The strongestvariation of the ignitioncurrent

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 is caused by uncertainties tn the transportscaling. Both vada-

ION TEMPERATURE, T_ (keV) tions in the coefficient and the exponent(extrapolation distance
is large) are important, changing the ignition current by -1MA

Fig. 4a Line density and (4b) Plasma Q, _er_= ion temperature per AC, = 1 and -2MA per AX = 0.1.
in contours of constant plasma current for an RFP. In Fig. (4a),
tgnition points are marked with an "X', and the dashed curve A multi-parameter variation was performed to identify the
represents s 12MA RFP with no fusion power, best and worst ignition cases, a,nd the results are summarized

_./



inTable !. The basecase ignitesat 8.1 MA.The "best"case uses ation with high radiation fractions (fRAD _" 0.9,5)[16]. These
a theoretical scaling (X = 1) benchmarkedto Z'I'-40M (Ca = physicsadvantages,coupledwithimportantengineeringadvan-

4.40), has no Impurities, and has a stronglypeak(_cldensity tages associatedwithlower external magneticfields, larger as-
profile (a,, = 2.5). 'i he "best"case Ignitesat 4.6 MA. pect ratiosand smaller plasma crosssectionstranslateinto sig-

nificantcost reductions[7]for both ignitionand reactorapplica-While 1he confinement scaling law with X = 1 has some
theoretical justification, an arbitrary two-parameter fit to the in- "dons.The primarydrawback of the RFP is the uncertaintythat
ternational RFP database was made usingthe form of Eq. (6). the present scaling will extrapolate to reactor regimes. (There
The resulting fit has X = 0.91 and C, = 2.32. This two- is no expectationthat it should not.) The 4MA ZTH was ex-
parameter fit was taken as a pessimisticscaling case, and lt pected to extend the nT"Etransport scaling data three orders
results in an ignition currentof 12.0 MA. lt is interestingto note of magnitudeaboveZT-40M resuits,and, if the presentscaling
tha_the theoretical scaling of Connor-Taylorfallswellwithinthe held, to achieve a DT-equivalent scientificenergy breakeven,
95% confidence level of the two parameter fit. The ignition Q = 1.
currents associated with the 95% confidenceextrema result in

ignitioncurrents of 2.6 MA and 81 MA. While these extrema are REFERENCES
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